
Tick Me 591 

Chapter 591: with you around, I’m not afraid of anything 

 

With that, the curtain fell, cutting off everyone’s line of sight. 

Doctor Li wanted to say something else, but his open mouth shut. 

He knew that Yan Jun had an injury on his waist… … 

Moreover, there was no time for him to be in a daze. Fan Yufei could not stand it anymore. “Hey! What 

are you doing? Can’t you see that I’m bleeding? Hurry up and stop the bleeding! ” 

Only then did doctor Li turn around and hurriedly treat her wound. 

As for the small space that was currently covered by the u-shaped curtain.. 

Xia Jinqi had just pulled down her mask and was about to reveal her identity when the man who was 

supposed to be sitting on the bed suddenly stood up. His tall figure swept towards her like lightning! 

His large palm clasped her lower back, and his hot and burning lips suddenly covered her! 

She did not have the time to cry out in shock. She was already intoxicated by the pleasant smell of a 

man that belonged solely to him! ! ! 

He sucked on her lips in an overbearing manner. The tip of his nimble tongue pried open her teeth and 

slid into her sandalwood mouth, entangling with her. 

He had never felt so passionate and wild! 

It was as if he wanted to tear her apart and eat her into his stomach! 

Xia Jinqi sucked in a breath of air in a hurry. Her hands clamped onto his neck, and she stood on tiptoes, 

trying even harder to respond to his passion! 

At this moment, she forgot about the pain in her abdomen, and also forgot to think about how he 

recognized her! 

She only knew that this moment belonged to them! ! ! 

They had not seen each other for four days, and it was as if they had been separated for three lifetimes! 

The fiery kiss was lingering and affectionate, but it did not last long. 

Yan Jun quickly let go of her. As he suppressed his breathing, his deep black eyes gripped her tightly, 

afraid that in the blink of an eye, she would disappear without a trace in front of him! 

Xia Jinqi’s red lips parted slightly. As she breathed in and out, she tried her best not to make a sound. 

Her clear and beautiful eyes looked straight into his eyes. 

When their eyes met, their hearts were clear. 



At this moment, Doctor Li’s voice came from outside the curtain. “The wound has been treated. It’s 

nothing serious. Be careful not to touch water for the next two days. ” 

Immediately after, there was the sound of cleaning up all kinds of disinfectant tools. 

Xia Jinqi’s pupils constricted slightly. She took out her phone from Yan Jun’s pocket. As her fingers 

jumped, she quickly typed on it. 

Yan Jun stared at her for a long time as ripples appeared in his black eyes! 

It was really her! ! ! 

He had searched all over the world for her, but she was really right in front of him! 

The world at his fingertips had almost tortured him to the point of insanity! ! ! 

Outside the curtain, the sound of Doctor Li’s footsteps could already be heard… … 

Yan Jun pulled Xia Jinqi into his embrace once again. A warm breath sprayed into her ear as he said to 

her in a voice that only the two of them could hear, “don’t be afraid of anything. Wait for me. ” 

Xia Jinqi smiled slightly, and her eyes turned red… … 

Yan Jun, with you here, I’m not afraid of anything. 

“…” 

A bad premonition gradually rose in doctor Li’s heart, because Xia Jinqi had already been lost in front of 

his eyes for more than a minute! 

Although strictly speaking, they were still in the same space, but they could not see it, and he did not 

know what they had done! 

He hurriedly treated Fan Yufei’s wound briefly, and doctor Li quickly walked towards the small space 

that was isolated. 

The bodyguards beside him did not notice him and quickly stepped forward to stop Doctor Li. However, 

they were too slow. 

Doctor Li did not even look at the bodyguards. His brows were tightly knitted together as he stretched 

his hand towards the curtain. 

“Swish, Swish, Swish… ” after that, the curtain was lifted. 

Chapter 592: I’m sorry, but I’m not interested in you 

 

Xia Jinqi happened to be putting down the clothes on Yan Jun’s waist. The wound flashed past, and it 

was unclear whether she had changed the dressing or not. 

Xia Jinqi was wearing a mask. Her eyes were lowered, and her expression could not be seen at all. On 

the other hand, Yan Jun, who was at the side, frowned slightly. His deep black eyes looked at him, filled 

with deep displeasure! 



Doctor Li’s heart skipped a beat. He realized that he had acted rashly and hurriedly apologized, “I’m 

sorry, Mr. Yan. Has the wound been treated? ” 

The first half of the sentence was directed at Yan Jun, but the second half was clearly directed at Xia 

Jinqi. 

Xia Jinqi nodded knowingly and did not raise her head. Instead, she turned around and pushed the cart 

filled with medicine. She walked towards the door with great difficulty. 

She had already said what she needed to say and did what she needed to do. It was useless to stay any 

longer. It would only attract suspicion instead. 

Yan Jun did not say anything. He only saw that Xia Jinqi was walking with great difficulty. His deep, dark 

eyes darkened again and again. 

Doctor Li naturally would not ask for trouble at this time. He hurriedly said, “then we’ll be leaving first. ” 

After saying that, he immediately wiped the oil off his feet. 

After they disappeared at the door, Fan Yufei immediately came over and asked, “Yan Jun, are you 

alright? I heard that you are seriously injured… ” 

Hearing that, Yan Jun seemed to remember that there was such a person in the house. 

He stared at her and said impatiently, “tell my secretary if you want any thank you gifts. I will send them 

to your house the next day. ” 

The official words were exactly the same as JI Xinyu’s. They were indeed worthy of being mother and 

son. 

Fan Yufei was stunned and her face turned pale. “You know that I do not want any thank you gifts. I just 

want… I just want you to accept me… ” 

Ever since the last time she stood naked in front of him and was rejected, she had given up on him. 

But who knew that God would arrange for her to meet him in a car accident. Such a good opportunity 

was like a pie falling from the sky, rekindling the desire in her heart. 

“I’m sorry, I’m not interested in you. ” It was so indifferent that there was not even the slightest bit of 

emotion. It seeped out from the corners of Yan Jun’s Cold Lips. 

With that, he waved his hand and a bodyguard came forward to invite Fan Yufei out. 

“Miss Fan, young master is tired. This way please. ” 

Fan Yufei was pushed a little, but she still looked at Yan Jun reluctantly. “But you didn’t even look at 

me… ” 

Then, the bodyguard pushed her out of the door. 

The room suddenly became quiet. Yan Jun took a deep breath and picked up his phone. 

Time was tight, and Xia Jinqi only typed a line of words, but it was concise and comprehensive. 



[ the child and I will go to Berlin, don’t worry. ] 

These eight words made Yan Jun’s heart jump! 

The Child? 

As expected, there was still a child with AH JIN! 

GOING TO BERLIN? 

Ji Yunjing still underestimated him. Did he really think that he could take away his woman and child right 

under his nose? 

HMPH. 

When he went upstairs earlier, he already knew that there was something fishy going on upstairs. 

In addition, he couldn’t find any trace of Xia Jinqi in the entire city. Where else could she go? 

The most dangerous place was the safest place. Ji Yunjing wasn’t the only one who understood this. 

Therefore, when Wang Mang came to tell him that Yan Qing was about to be bailed out by Xia Mingzhu, 

he played along. He pretended to leave the hospital, but in reality, he sent people to investigate in 

secret. As expected, he discovered that Ji Yunjing had never left the hospital! 

From that moment on, the security on his floor had become even tighter. 

And when the nurse who walked a little strangely and deliberately lowered her head to follow Doctor Li 

appeared, he recognized her at a glance. 

Chapter 593: As long as our hearts are connected 

 

However, since Xia Jinqi didn’t take the initiative to recognize him, he deduced that she was being 

threatened. 

There was an anti-surveillance device in his ward, so the only person who could be spying on her was 

doctor Li. 

Therefore, he deliberately acted arrogant and domineering, putting on the airs of a young master, 

scaring doctor Li so much that he was in a daze. Only then did he have a chance to get close to her! 

His gaze fell on the screen of the phone for a long time. The vivid words on it truly represented that Xia 

Jinqi had really come… … 

The deep emptiness in the bottom of his heart finally received some consolation. 

He closed his eyes slightly and placed the phone close to his chest… … 

That was her aura and traces. 

If Xia Jinqi had not bravely faced Ji Yunjing and insisted on meeting Yan Jun, the two of them would not 

have met so soon. 



How Nice. 

As he kept walking toward her, she was also trying her best to move closer to him. 

One had just been in a huge car accident and almost lost his life. 

The other had just undergone a c-section and his wound had yet to heal. 

All of them simultaneously and desperately tried to get closer to each other… … 

If there was only one person walking on a certain distance, who knew how long it would take. 

But if two people walked facing each other, then everything would become easier… … 

The road ahead was so far and the future was so long. As long as our hearts were connected to each 

other, one day, we would find each other. 

It was the same with love. 

Only one person’s efforts would tire the other out. 

Falling in love was a matter of two people. 

Being together was also a matter of two people. 

“…” 

After Fang Shaoan brought Zuo Xiaoran to dinner, when he returned upstairs, he happened to see King 

of hell sitting by the bedside, holding his phone and giggling foolishly… … 

The two of them were stunned by what they saw, and then they looked at each other at the same time. 

HMM… … This person, could it be that his brain had been damaged and he had gone crazy ? ? 

Or perhaps, he had not found a wife all this time, so he had gone crazy? 

“AHEM… ” Fang Shaoan coughed lightly and made a gesture to Zuo Xiaoran, saying, “don’t worry, let me 

go and probe the bottom. ” After that, he slowly moved closer to Yan Jun.. 

First, he sized him up for a moment. When he saw that his eyes were bright and spirited, and the corner 

of his mouth was not drooling like the silly son of the landlord, he dared to wave his hand in front of him 

and asked, “brother, are you… okay? ” 

Yan Jun came back to his senses and the smile on his face disappeared completely. He glanced at Fang 

Shaoan and instantly returned to his usual cold and distant self. “Go to the police station and bring Wen 

Tao out. ” 

Fang Shaoan,”…”so he was not stupid at all He even knew about Wen Tao… … 

Speaking of Wen Tao, Fang Shaoan frowned. “Didn’t he go to teach Yan Qing a lesson? Did something 

happen? ” 

“Xia Mingzhu detained him, ” Yan Jun answered faintly. Then he seemed to have thought of something 

and asked in return, “why didn’t you stop him at that time? ” 



It was fine if they were fighting in other places, but they had to go to the police station to beat someone 

up. Wasn’t this a clear slap to the face of the police station? 

Fang Shaoan was stared at by Yan Jun until his whole body shrank. He stammered, “who asked that kid 

to do this to you? We want to avenge you… ” 

His words sounded as if he had been wronged like a little wife. 

When Yan Jun saw this, the little flame that had just jumped up in his eyes instantly extinguished. 

His tone was not as cold as before, and even a little indulgent. “Go find Huo Ting. He will help you. ” 

The corner of Zuo Xiaoran’s eyes twitched when she saw this. The words ‘Excuse me’ were written all 

over her face? 

Where did this inexplicable feeling of a couple come from? 

Fang Shaoan made an ‘oh’ sound and saw that Yan Jun had already put on a black suit jacket. He could 

not help but be a little curious. “where are you going this time? ” 

“Berlin. ” He only replied with two words before Yan Jun walked out of the door. 

Chapter 594: Love only one person in your life 

 

Watching Yan Jun leave, Fang Shaoan could finally stretch and let out a long sigh. “I can finally relax… ” 

Zuo Xiaoran could not understand the communication between them and asked, “is he leaving? But 

there’s still no news of Xiao Qi… ” 

“sister-in-law is in Berlin, ” Fang Shaoan blurted out. 

“How do you know? ” Zuo Xiaoran raised her eyebrows. When they were eating together just now, Fang 

Shaoan kept guessing where Xiao Qi was and why he could not find her. 

Why did he suddenly have news after just having a meal? 

Moreover, they had not been separated before. When did he get the news? Why didn’t she know? 

Fang Shaoan turned back to look at her and smiled proudly. “You don’t understand, do you? sister-in-

law’s whereabouts are unknown. How could second young master Yan have the mood to go to Berlin? 

The only possibility is that sister-in-law’s whereabouts have been found. It should be in Berlin. And 

didn’t you notice that the kid was smiling foolishly when we came in? 

“I’ve known him for so many years, but there’s only one woman who can make him smile like a fool. 

“that person is sister-in-law. 

“Don’t worry, even Yan Jun isn’t in a hurry. sister-in-law is definitely safe now. ” 

This could be considered as the tacit understanding between good brothers after so many years. 



Although Fang Shaoan was usually a carefree playboy who was funny and responsible, his heart was still 

very meticulous. 

Especially a cold and warm-hearted young master like Yan Jun who didn’t talk much. If he wasn’t careful, 

how could he become good friends with him? 

Fang Shaoan was actually a lot more reliable than he looked on the surface. 

Even Yan Jun had once said that the previous Fang Shaoan was not like this. 

It was only after losing half of his family business in Las Vegas that he slowly became like this… … 

Julie really hurt him deeply. 

Zuo Xiaoran was relieved when she heard that Xiao Qi was not in danger. At the same time, she was 

happy for Xiao Qi to marry such a good husband. 

He was both capable and loved her so much. 

Although she did not have a happy childhood and grew up with many disasters, the heavens made up 

for her by giving her Yan Jun and pampering her to the point that she could not take it anymore! 

It was really a good fortune that she could not cultivate in a few lifetimes! 

Just as Zuo Xiaoran was lost in her thoughts, Fang Shaoan had already withdrawn his thoughts from Yan 

Jun and turned his attention to her. 

To be honest, he was a little envious of Yan Jun… … 

He had only loved one person in his entire life. 

No matter what happened, no matter what happened, he was determined to not change his original 

choice. 

What kind of feeling was this kind of love? 

Could he love someone until death? 

He once thought that he would love Julie Forever. He spent a lot of money just to win her heart. 

But he only loved her for three years. Or maybe he only loved her for a while. For the next three years, 

he was just immersed in the pain of not being able to get her… … 

When the past was brought up again, it was like a passing cloud. He could not remember many details. 

What about Zuo Xiaoran? 

Could it be that he had only liked her for three years? 

For some reason, he had fallen into the trap that he had created for himself. Fang Shaoan suddenly felt 

that he was quite a jerk. 

Even he himself could not be sure, so how could Zuo Xiaoran accept her? 



When Zuo Xiaoran came back to her senses, she saw that he was staring at her in a daze. She 

immediately gave him a violent slap. “What are you looking at! ” 

Fang Shaoan came back to his senses from the slap. He rubbed his head. Not only was he not angry, he 

even winked at her. “You look good! ” 

Zuo Xiaoran,”…” 

Chapter 595: Was really called ‘Little Yama’ ? 

 

Did she ever mention that he was actually quite handsome? 

His pair of peach blossom eyes seemed to hide the sun, Moon, and stars. 

Afraid that she might fall for him if she took another look, Zuo Xiaoran quickly withdrew her gaze and 

went next door. 

Forget it, it would be better to visit Xiao puff if she stayed with this fool. 

When she went next door, she was informed by the nurse that Yan Jun had also taken Xiao puff away… 

… 

“could he have taken Xiao puff to Berlin? ” Zuo Xiaoran clicked her tongue. 

“Tsk, Tsk, Tsk. Bringing your newborn daughter to pursue your wife from thousands of miles away. 

Second Young Master Yan’s heroic deeds should be enough to write a book, right? ” Fang Shaoan came 

from behind and teased. 

He was used to it anyway. 

As long as it was related to his sister-in-law, second young master Yan would do anything crazy. 

After sighing, he waved his hand again. “I’m leaving too. ” 

“where are you going? ” Zuo Xiaoran turned around to look at him. 

“To the police station to fish people out. ” 

Fishing people out was not his forte, but he was more than happy to go watch a show! 

? 

After Xia Jinqi came out of Yan Jun’s ward, she was taken away by Ji Yunjing. 

After that, she was so tired that she fell asleep. 

When she woke up, she was already on the plane to Berlin. 

Beside the bed was the cute little guy who had just woken up in the incubator. 

The little kid was really different from day to day. It had only been three or four days, but he already 

looked much more energetic. 



It was as if he had completely familiarized himself with the world outside his mother’s stomach. He 

didn’t cry much, but his biggest hobby was to move his little hands and feet. He had a lot of fun playing 

by himself. 

Xia Jinqi leaned against the headboard of the bed and looked at him without leaving him for a single 

moment. Every action was so cute that people couldn’t take their eyes off her… … 

“I thought you would be a little girl! When I gave you my nickname back then, I only gave it to little girls. 

What should I do now? ” Xia Jinqi couldn’t help but laugh. was she really going to call him Little Yama? 

She felt a little regretful. She should have given both boys and girls names back then. Now that she 

thought about it on the spur of the moment, it was a little rushed. 

When Ji Yunjing came in, he saw such a harmonious scene. 

Even he was a little surprised by Xia Jinqi’s cooperation. “I thought you would fight to the death and 

refuse to go back with me. ” 

Hearing that, Xia Jinqi looked up at him. Her expression was as usual, but the words she said were 

unusually sharp “Why don’t you go back? That’s my home too. No matter what, you should go back and 

take a look. It’s just that such a simple thing has been made so complicated by you guys. In the name of 

protecting me, you actually kidnapped me. ” 

“Go back and take a look? ” Ji Yunjing repeated, then smiled. “I think you may have misunderstood what 

I mean. Xiao Qi, what grandfather wants you to go back is to stay in Berlin forever. ” 

“Grandfather? ” Xia Jinqi frowned. This was the first time she heard this address from Ji Yunjing. “He 

wants to lock me up forever? ” 

“How can the heir of the JI family be wandering in a small Rao city? Xiao Qi, you are a dragon of the nine 

heavens. You shouldn’t be hiding in a shallow water bay. ” Ji Yunjing was very proud when he said this. 

Their family had once been looked up to by the people of the world. 

A Mere Rao city was nothing to them. 

“But you let me grow up in shallow water bay. ” Xia Jinqi sneered, completely disagreeing with the JI 

family’s way of doing things. 

Paranoid, twisted, and self-righteous. 

If she was really like what Ji Yunjing said, the rightful heir of the JI family, then she would definitely 

overturn this perverted rule of the JI family. 

Chapter 596: was not a dream 

 

“You seem to be different from before. ” Ji Yunjing looked at the calm Xia Jinqi and could not help but 

feel a little surprised. 



She remembered that when she first woke up, she realized her situation. Although she was not 

completely flustered, there was at least some fear in her eyes. 

Why had all the fear disappeared until now? Instead, it was replaced by a powerful calmness and 

determination? 

It had only been a few hours, how could it make a person change so much? 

“Is that so? ” Xia Jinqi smiled faintly. She couldn’t help but think of the time when she had met Yan Jun.. 

It was because of him. 

It was because he had given her courage. 

Knowing that he was here, no matter what she did, she could be confident! 

However, Ji Yunjing didn’t continue to argue with her on this issue. After teasing the child for a while, he 

turned around and left. 

Before he left, he arranged for two people to guard Xia Jinqi’s room. 

Xia Jinqi didn’t resist. 

Anyway, they were outside the door, so it didn’t matter. 

Besides, she didn’t plan to escape or anything. 

She just had two more people to protect her. 

After Ji Yunjing left, a nurse came in to feed the child. When the child fell asleep, Xia Jinqi lay down as 

well. 

Although they were on a plane, the soundproofing in this room was very good, so there was almost no 

noise. 

After sleeping until midnight, Xia Jinqi woke up in a daze. 

It wasn’t because her side was too noisy or her wound hurt, but because she woke up inexplicably. 

She opened her eyes naturally. The light in the room was very soft, and the rows of portholes in the 

cabin were dark, not as dazzling as during the day. 

Her body moved slightly and immediately froze! 

Why did she feel that… … There seemed to be a person lying next to her ? ? 

The string in her head instantly tensed up! 

Who Who would lie next to her? 

Moreover, it felt so familiar. There was even a faint tobacco smell on that person’s body… … 

Clenching her teeth slightly, Xia Jinqi turned her eyes to the side in disbelief. 

Wasn’t that handsome face facing her exactly what she longed for every day? 



A pair of slender eyebrows flew diagonally into her temples. Her usually sharp black eyes were now 

tightly pressing against her. Her thin lips were slightly pursed, and her sharp outline… … 

Even the lines of her jaw were so clear. 

He seemed to have fallen asleep. His strong arms were still resting under her head. His breathing was 

shallow, steady, and rhythmic. 

In this silence, Xia Jinqi stared at his handsome and otherworldly face without a blink of an eye. 

A thin layer of mist unconsciously appeared in her eyes. She thought, perhaps I miss him too much? 

She actually saw him in her dream. 

He was still the same as before. He liked to sleep on her right side, used his arms as a pillow for her, and 

hugged her to sleep… … 

She choked with sobs, her scallion-like fingertips, trembling out, want to touch the dream of him. 

But who knows, this touch, unexpectedly also takes the light body temperature… … 

Xia Jinqi slightly stunned, and touched his cheek, found that all of this is actually very real! 

“No… not in a dream? ” She slightly propped herself up a little, carefully to look at the side of the man . . 

She asked embarrassedly, sleep-talking General, who actually got the answer. 

“Yes, I’m not dreaming. ” 

His voice was warm and clear like a spring. It entered her lungs and refreshed her heart. 

Xia Jinqi held her breath and looked at him in surprise. However, she met his dark eyes that were as 

deep as the night! 

Her heartbeat suddenly stopped at this moment. 

Chapter 597: you’re really capable! 

 

“You… ” she hesitated for a moment. Then, as if she had realized something, she couldn’t help but laugh 

again. “It’s really you? ! ” 

“Yes, it’s really me, ” he repeated her words. Seeing her so surprised, the corners of his lips curled up. 

Even though he had appeared so clearly in front of her, Xia Jinqi still couldn’t believe her eyes. “How did 

you get in? Isn’t this Ji Yunjing’s plane? ” 

Yan Jun raised his straight eyebrows and said arrogantly, “he can arrange for the medical staff to be 

placed in my hospital, but can’t I disguise myself as a bodyguard and board his plane? ” 

When Xia Jinqi heard this, she realized that he had disguised himself as a bodyguard to sneak in… … 

In order to see her. 



A certain part of her heart was also filled with a warm current. 

The smile on her lips didn’t diminish as she continued to ask, “then how did you recognize me? I dressed 

up as a nurse, but I didn’t even dare to look at you… ” 

He was afraid that he would be able to recognize her just by looking at her for a moment. 

Yan Jun stretched out his well-defined fingers and stroked the tip of her nose. He said lovingly, “I can 

recognize you no matter how you dress up. ” 

Xia Jinqi rolled her big, bright eyes. She only needed to think for a moment before she guessed it. “Did 

you find me the first time you came upstairs? You deliberately didn’t come in because you didn’t want 

to alert the enemy? ” 

At that time, her reaction was so strong. She thought that he must have felt it too. 

Otherwise, he wouldn’t have gone to that place for no reason. 

“SMART. ” Yan Jun praised her without holding back. The depths of his black eyes were filled with 

tenderness. 

Xia Jinqi stared at him for a long time. After figuring everything out, she bent down and hugged him. She 

sighed softly in his ear. “You’re really capable! ” 

Hearing this, Yan Jun smiled slowly. He patted her back with his big palm and said somewhat bitterly, “I 

should have woken up earlier… ” 

She could hear his apology and shook her head hard. “Just right, everything is just right… ” 

Coincidentally, when she woke up, he found her outside the door. 

Coincidentally, when she had the chance to meet him, he recognized her… … 

Everything was just right. 

Not a bit more, not a bit less. 

Otherwise, how could they have reunited so quickly? 

Yan Jun did not continue speaking. He just hugged her gently and enjoyed the silence at this moment. 

Actually, he had already come in for a while, but seeing that she was sleeping soundly, he did not have 

the heart to disturb her. He lay down with his clothes and slept with her. 

After a long while, Xia Jinqi seemed to have remembered something. She suddenly stood up, and her 

movements were a little big. She forgot that she still had injuries on her body, and a tearing pain came 

from her abdomen! 

“En! ” She grunted and frowned. 

“Does the wound hurt? ” Yan Jun seemed to see her pain, so he stood up to examine the wound on her 

abdomen. 



Fortunately, it didn’t split open, and there was no blood flowing out. He looked at her with slight 

reproach. “Why aren’t you careful? ” 

“I forgot… ” Xia Jinqi smiled embarrassedly. Afraid that he would continue to scold her, she hurriedly 

pointed to a certain place to divert his attention. “Have you seen him? Our Child. ” 

Her little face was still a little pale, but because of his arrival, it was dyed pink. She looked very much like 

a little girl who had just stepped out of her marriage. Yan Jun’s mind wavered at the sight of her… … 

After a long while, Yan Jun came back to his senses and looked at the incubator. “En. His eyes are like 

yours. ” 

“But he doesn’t have a name yet, and neither does he have a nickname. Have you picked one? ” Xia Jinqi 

asked him, her gaze also landing on the little guy in the incubator. 

Chapter 598: Yan Yusheng, Yan Yusheng 

 

He seemed to have woken up for a while. He was playing by himself and didn’t cry or make a fuss. He 

was very obedient. 

This was probably the first time he had seen his father. His big eyes followed Yan Jun around, making 

people’s hearts melt. 

Yan Jun stared at him for a moment and said with a smile, “boys don’t use nicknames. ” 

“…”Xia Jinqi cursed in her heart. He was obviously the one who valued girls over boys, and he still said 

that she… … 

He didn’t even give her a nickname. 

After a while, Yan Jun continued, “his big name is Yan Yuhan. ” 

“Yan… Yu… Han… ” Xia Jinqi repeated the name word by word. She frowned slightly and pondered over 

the meaning of the name. 

Yan Jun saw that she was thinking hard, so he explained, “Yu can have two meanings. A precious 

treasure and a hard metal. As a descendant of the Yan family, not only do you have the most noble 

bloodline, but you should also have a strong and brave heart. ” 

“What about Han? ” Xia Jinqi asked again. 

“It is said in ‘Yi ?? Shuigua’ that dry is cold. Cold jade is cold and elegant. ” 

Hearing Yan Yanjun’s explanation, Xia Jinqi was very satisfied with the name. She lowered her eyes to 

look at the little guy in the incubator. “Yu Han, Xiao Yuhan… do you like the name that Daddy gave you? 

” 

The Little Guy Stared at Xia Jinqi blankly for a long time, then suddenly smiled. 

Yan Yuhan, was that his name? 



It was pleasant to hear, and he liked it. 

However, looking at Yu Han’s obedient appearance quietly, Xia Jinqi’s heart felt a little empty. 

Her gaze was slightly stifled, and even her breathing was a little stifled. 

Yan Jun could see that she was unhappy, so he asked, “what’s wrong? ” 

Xia Jinqi shook her head slightly. “I always feel that my heart is empty, as if something is missing. ” 

She could not say what exactly was missing. 

And when she looked at Xiao Yuhan, this feeling was especially intense. 

At first, she thought that it was because Yan Jun was not around and the three of them did not reunite, 

which was why it was like this. 

But now that Yan Jun was around, this feeling was even more intense, making her very uneasy. 

Hearing her words, Yan Jun sighed lightly. Had He finally noticed Xiao Puff’s existence? 

“Ah Jin, how many children have you given birth to? ” He asked her with a burning gaze. 

“En? Why do you ask? ” Xia Jinqi replied indifferently, not noticing the hidden meaning behind his 

question. 

Yan Jun silently stared at her for a few seconds, then hesitated. 

Now that he couldn’t bring Xiao puff over, he was afraid that if he told her, it would only increase her 

worries and self-blame. Why not wait until they reached Berlin and tell her about Xiao puff. 

“It’s nothing. ” He smiled faintly and turned around to look at Xiao Yuhan. His eyes were filled with 

radiance. 

Yu Han, you still have a younger sister. 

Her big name is Yan Yusheng, and her nickname is Xiao puff. 

In the future, you must be a man who stands tall and strong. Protect your mommy and Xiao puff well. 

Xiao Yuhan looked straight at his father’s determined gaze. As if he really understood, he returned a 

smile. 

Xia Jinqi saw the father and son looking at each other as if they were making eye contact. She couldn’t 

help but laugh. “Even cousin said that our child looks like you. He will definitely bring disaster to many 

young ladies in the future! ” 

There was nothing she could do. Yan Jun’s face was really so handsome that even God would be jealous, 

right? 

Now that Xiao Yuhan had perfectly inherited his father’s beauty, Xia Jinqi was already beginning to 

worry. Would their family’s threshold be broken by all the beauties in the future? 

Chapter 599: you don’t blame him? 



 

Yan Jun didn’t fantasize so much. Instead, he focused on serious matters. He asked her again, “you don’t 

blame him? ” 

He was naturally referring to Ji Yunjing. 

Because Xia Jinqi had just called him cousin, Yan Jun had more or less guessed her thoughts. 

“WHY BLAME HIM? He only works for the JI family. Besides, other than that, he didn’t make things 

difficult for me. ” Xia Jinqi saw things very clearly. 

It wasn’t Ji Yunjing’s fault, it was the abnormal family rules of the JI family. 

Moreover, besides this, Ji Yunjing was really good to her, acting like an elder brother. 

When Yan Jun heard her say this, he felt relieved. “So, what do you want to do when you go back this 

time? ” 

“Well… TO RECOGNIZE RELATIVES! And, I want to know, did my mother really die that year, or was she 

brought back by the JI family? ” This question had always been a sore spot in Xia Jinqi’s heart … 

Ever since she saw the days her mother stayed behind, her heart had been very upset. 

Until she had completely experienced what her mother had experienced in the past, hadn’t she also 

survived? 

The curiosity in her heart grew stronger. She had to go back to the JI family. 

However, what Xia Jinqi didn’t understand was that JI Yunjing didn’t seem to have mentioned whether 

her mother was still alive. This made her a little worried. 

When Xia Jinqi spoke, Yan Jun had been watching her gently and affectionately from the side. After a 

long time, he praised her, “you’ve thought it through thoroughly. ” 

It was rare to hear Yan Jun praise her so directly. Xia Jinqi actually felt a little embarrassed. Her face 

turned red and she said with a smile, “it’s true that those who get close to a woman will become red! ” 

What she meant was that she had been together with Yan Jun for a long time, which was why she had 

thought things through so thoroughly. 

Not only did she receive his praise, but she also complimented him. Xia Jinqi’s little scheme could be said 

to be very clever. 

Yan Jun was amused by the cunning flash in her eyes. “The JI family is not as simple as you think. If you 

go alone, I won’t be at ease. ” 

“then why don’t you disguise yourself as a bodyguard and go in with me? ” Xia Jinqi naturally wanted 

him to accompany her. It was better for them to be together than to fight alone. 

Yan Jun also wanted to go, but then he felt that it was inappropriate. 

He slowly shook his head. “It’s my first time going to the JI family. Isn’t this a little too unruly? ” 



It was the dignified second young master Yan’s first time going to his daughter-in-law’s home. It would 

indeed be beneath his dignity to disguise himself in fear. 

Xia Jinqi heard this and came to a sudden realization. “You’re right… ” 

Then, she felt a little disappointed. 

She had thought that he would be able to go with her, but now it seemed that her hopes were about to 

be dashed again. 

Although she said that she wasn’t afraid of the JI family, in reality, she was still a little nervous in such an 

unfamiliar place. 

Yan Jun saw that her face was slightly pale, so he reached out and pulled her into his arms. “You can do 

very well, I know. ” 

“…”Xia Jinqi’s face lit up with joy when she heard this. 

Of course, she wouldn’t betray his trust. 

If she went alone, she would go alone. Knowing that he was right behind her, what was there to be 

afraid of? 

While his parents were making out, Xiao Yuhan obediently lay in his little bed, looking left and right. 

Although he couldn’t see clearly, this unfamiliar world was full of curiosity for him. 

“…” 

Before Xia Jinqi and the others arrived in Berlin, Fang Shaoan had already swaggered into the police 

station. 

Chapter 600: He was in a dilemma. 

 

Although he was not a regular customer here, he was one of the most famous people in Rao city. The 

police station was also a discerning person. They recognized him and quickly invited him to take a seat. 

“What kind of wind is this today to bring our young Master Fang to such an important guest? ” This 

flattery was very rhythmic. 

Fang Shaoan did not stand on ceremony with him. After sitting down steadily, he knocked on the table. 

“Cut the crap. Where’s my brother Zhuge Wentao? ” 

He was clearly here to rescue people today. There was no need to be so polite with them. 

Moreover, if he did not act arrogantly, these people would not put him in their eyes at all! 

“This… ” Captain Zhu hesitated for a moment, but he still flattered him. “That was handled by Secretary 

Xia personally. I don’t know about it at my level. ” 

The Secretary Xia that Captain Zhu was referring to was Xia Mingzhu. 



She was now the chief secretary of the central Yang Administration above the mayor. Her Authority was 

only below Xia Chuanxu, and she had a lot of power. 

The person she wanted personally, a small police station, had no reason to stop her. 

Fang Shaoan knew that they would not be so obedient. His face darkened and he began to use his 

authority. “Second Young Master Yan asked me to handle this matter. Are you sure you want me to go 

back just like this? ” 

” … ” when Captain Zhu heard second young Master Yan’s name, he was instantly scared out of his wits 

and broke out in cold sweat. “Young Master Fang, why don’t you wait here? I’ll go get our director. ” 

Fang Shaoan waved his hand and let him go. 

After a while, a man in his forties walked out. He shook Fang Shaoan’s hand and introduced himself that 

his surname was Fang. He kept trying to get close to Fang Shaoan They might even have used an 

ancestor from hundreds of years ago… … 

Fang Shaoan scoffed. “I don’t have a relative like you! Ma Luo, please bring me to Wen Tao! ” 

“Yes, yes, yes! ” The bureau chief nodded and personally brought him to the prison cell. 

Xia Mingzhu was really ruthless. She abused her power and sent Zhuge Wentao to prison. 

Separated by the thick iron pillar, Fang Shaoan finally saw his brother who had suffered so much. 

He was taking revenge, but he actually sent himself to prison… … 

“Are you okay? ” Fang Shaoan gestured to Zhuge Wentao. He saw him lying leisurely on the steel bed in 

the prison cell. He didn’t know if he had been beaten. 

Hearing that, Zhuge Wentao slowly sat up. He picked up the glasses at the side and put them on, looking 

at Fang Shaoan. 

“Why did you come so late? ” He was a little impatient. He had been lying here for almost a day! 

Fang Shaoan saw that he was fine from head to toe, but there was a bruise at the corner of his mouth, 

so he was relieved. “Second Young Master Yan took care of some serious matters. ” 

After saying that, he turned to look at Director Fang. “Open the door. ” 

The director was in a difficult position. “Young Master Fang, this… This was personally instructed by 

Secretary Xia. We don’t have the right to handle it. ” 

They couldn’t offend Yan Jun, but they didn’t dare to offend Xia Mingzhu either… … 

Director Fang couldn’t figure it out either. Didn’t the Yan family and the Xia family have in-laws? 

Why did it seem like they had different views? One said he wanted to close the door, and the other said 

he wanted to release them. 

On one side, it was the king of Hell that he could not afford to offend, and on the other side, it was the 

Xia family that he did not dare to offend. This made him, the director, a difficult person to deal with. 



Before Fang Shaoan came, he had already guessed that the director would not release people so easily, 

so he brought out another God. “If the newly appointed chief Huo asks, will you release them? ” 

 


